
 
 

Program of the 18th World Championship for Tracking Dogs 
      

15th April 2012 to 17th April 2012  
      

    Arrival of participants  
      

16
th

 April 2012, Monday  
      

10:00 to 14:00 
 

opening time of the organization office 
- headquarter (meeting/key point - Restaurant “Weimann”)  

    registration of the countries for training grounds  
      

17th April 2012, Tuesday  
      

10:00 to 14:00 
 

opening time of the organization office 
- headquarter (meeting/key point - Restaurant “Weimann”)  

    registration of participants, registration fee payment  
    registration of the countries for training grounds  
 from 19:00 

 
comradeship togetherness 

- Veltener Rugby Club "Empor 1969"  
      

18th April 2012, Wednesday  
      

08:00 to 11:00  registration of participants, registration fee payment  
09:00 to 12:00 

 
Veterinary and Equipment Control (dog leash)  

- headquarter (meeting/key point - Restaurant “Weimann”)  
13:00 to 14:00  session of official persons and the Organizing Committee  
14:00 to 15:30 

 
meeting of team leaders, officials of the championship 

- the order in which the countries are drawn is determined by 
drawing lots at the oven & furnace Museum Velten 

 

 from 15:00 
 

public visit to the oven & furnace museum for participants 
and guests  

16:00 to 18:00 
 

the official opening ‘Tracking dog world championship 2012’ 
- at the oven & furnace Museum Velten  

 from 19:30 
 

Public drawing of the participants start numbers 
- headquarter (Restaurant “Weimann”)  

      

19th April 2012, Thursday  
      

  07:00  arrival of participants  
- headquarter (meeting/key point - Restaurant “Weimann”)  

  07:15  draw for the groups A 1 and B 1 in headquarter  
  08:00  departure to the track area of the group A 1 and B 1  
  11:30  departure to the track area of the group A 2 and B 2  
  12:30  draw for the group A 2 and B 2 in the track area  

9:30 to 16:40  Track work   
 



 

20th April 2012, Friday  
      

  07:00  arrival of participants  
- headquarter (meeting/key point - Restaurant “Weimann”)  

  07:15  draw for the groups A 3 and B 3 in headquarter  
  08:00  departure to the track area of the group A 3 and B 3  
  11:30  departure to the track area of the group A 4 and B 4  
  12:30  draw for the group A 4 and B 4 in the track area  

9:30 to 16:40  Track work   
      

21th April 2012, Saturday  
      

  07:00 
 

arrival of participants  
- headquarter (meeting/key point - Restaurant “Weimann”)  

  07:15  draw for the groups A 6 and B 6 in headquarter  
  08:00  departure to the track area of the group A 6 and B 6  
  11:30  departure to the track area of the group A 5 and B 5  
  12:30  draw for the group A 5 and B 5 in the track area  

9:30 to 16:40  Track work   
  20:00 

 
Festive Evening (ticket sales up to 19.04. at organizer office) 

- intake from 19:00 - Ofen-Stadt-Halle, Katersteig 3, 16727 Velten  
      

22th April 2012, Sunday  
      

  07:00  arrival of participants 
- headquarter (meeting/key point - Restaurant “Weimann”)  

  07:15  draw for the groups A 7 and B 7 in headquarter  
  08:00  departure to the track area of the group A 7 and B 7  
  11:30  departure to the track area of the group A 8 and B 8  
  12:30  draw for the group A 8 and B 8 in the track area  

9:30 to 16:40  Track work  
  16:15  meeting of the organizers and team leaders 

- in the oven & furnace Museum  
  16:30  depart to the Closing Ceremony 

- headquarter (meeting/key point - Restaurant “Weimann”)  
approx. 17:00  announcement of the results and conclusion of the 18th FCI 

World Championship for Tracking Dog 
- in the oven & furnace Museum 

 

 

 

Note:  In organizational reasons, there are changes in the schedule possible. 
They will be announced at time. 


